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Abstract - The technology is enhancing and building its path like a ladder day by day but a student cannot cultivate the proper 
utilization of technology in a country like INDIA .Due to globalization technology is developed and expanded to many places 
but its utilization is not reached and touched to a student who is in a town or village .In many cities, E-Learning takes place but 
in villages eventhough E learning methodologies takes place its reach is not 100% .In this paper we are going to present a new 
technology we call technical learning skill to the student that means a student learns by doing a thing. The motive behind this is 
to imbibe him the basic skills like arithmetic, Reasoning and English through technical knowledge 
 
Index Terms - Motivate, Inbibe, Technical knowledge 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Due to the advent of   technology development in the 
Information Technology everyone is accustomed to 
the use of technology in almost each and every 
industry but whereas coming to our educational 
industry now a days a new word called   SMART 
CLASS has been raised today. That is to listens to the 
classes for hours and hours has been changed to 
listening the class for a while and seeing the class in 
the form of an animation or a Teacher teaching the 
class in videos. 
 
In the Olden days to teach a subject in biology or 
physics the teacher used to draw the pictures on the 
paper and making the children also to get practice the 
pictures or figures Now a days with the advent of 
computer these things have gone out and the student is 
going to visualize what he is going to study by using 
E-Learning Technologies. 
 
We have a small question  that how far E-Learning 
resolves the issues of students We keep on thinking 
this aspect for a couple of days, months and years. 
After several years of our time we came to a 
conclusion that the E-Learning enhancement should 
take place which decreases the imbalances in our 
society especially the youth who are going to face a lot 
of struggles and problems for the sake of a job. 
 
This sort of feeling has taken us a step forward  to 
build a new  project that is essential to the Children as 
well as the adults in  establishing a new era of 
technology in the field of education then comes an 
idea of focusing on the basic skills that are essential  to 
the students as well as the adults. 
 
The basic skills essential now a days for the students 
as well as the adults are as follows: 
1. Arithemetic 
2. Reasoning and 
3. English\ 

To imbibe these skill set into the students from 8th  to 
10th classes  is the basic idea of the project by using 
the technology.  
 
II. SKILL SETS 
 
A skill set is a particular category of skills or abilities 
necessary to perform a job. Examples of specific skill 
sets include human relations, research and planning, 
leadership, management, and computer skills. 
 
What Types of Skill Sets Are There? 
 
    Communications Skills (listening, verbal, 

written). The ability to effectively 
communicate is by far, the one skill 
mentioned most frequently by employers. 

    Analytical & Research Skills.  
    Computer & Technical Literacy.   
    Flexibility/Adaptability/Managing Multiple 

Priorities.  
    Interpersonal Abilities. By Robert Shindell. 

 
The skills that are mentioned above are to be imbibed 
to each and every student as well as each and every 
individual to obtain a good position in the society. 
Then   we got a question how to start imbibing these 
skills in every individual. 
The answer for this question is Technology. 
Technology is enriching its form in our daily routine. 
In Most of the International Schools children used to 
play and obtain some skill set with that play. The 
future form of technology is in Virtual Reality there 
are no books for them to read and write. They use only 
the technology to learn the subjects in virtual reality. 
But now in reality we do not have a small piece of 
Virtual Application in a town or a village. 
The technology can be established and enriched to 
only towns and cities but in villages its impact is not 
that much extended. The reason is poor literacy rate, 
Now a days a quite new aspect called cashless 
transactions are to be implemented in every town and 
village. With the poor literacy rate the village people 
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cannot perform these cashless transactions. We can 
say the people are also like the children in the school. 
By  seeing all these changes  that  takes  place  now a 
days We have started  a research on all these problems 
and we came to a conclusion that problems related to 
technology can be resolved only through  technology 
It’s a quite contradicting statement how the problems 
related to technology are solved with the technology.  
Let us have a small discussion on it  
 
III. DISCUSSION 
 
Let us have a small discussion on the above aspect. 
People are quite interested to learn a aspect by seeing it 
and visualizing it especially in schools and colleges 
people have the tendency to visualize each and every 
aspect of their study. 
The present scenario E-Learning is not at all related to 
cashless but we can integrate the E-learning to 
cashless transactions that takes place now a 
days-Learning is to mean learning by doing by 
visualizing by motivating by imbibing. 
The Experiment to do this has been taken place in our 
beloved school with the kind cooperation of our 
Principal Smt.G.LillyRani in the development of a 
online examination portal for children 
 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 
 
The thing is to design a online examination portal and 
to see how many students can be able to write the 
examination on their own. The features in the online 
examination portal should be as of the portal in the 
main examination. 
The Online examination portal has been developed 
and implemented in the following school. 
 
G.T.W.Ashram.School, Haddubangi village, 
Srikakulam district 
The Portal images are as follows: 

 

 

 
This portal has been developed by using the 
construct2D software which is an easier software 
by using the drag and drop policy with a less 
coding we can easily build the software features 
that are extended to a wide range of individuals 
 
This portal costs less and work very effectively. If we 
need an app we can easily generate an app with this 
coding support.         
 
These are quite many advantages of using this 
software. Coming to our concept that is E-Learning 
these kind of portals are necessary to many schools in 
the assessment of the student records. 
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We have kept this assessment for 10 students at a time 
and calculated their assessment records. Let us have a 
small look on the words said by Abdul Kalam. 
 
"Thinking should become your capital asset, no 
matter whatever ups and downs you come across in 
your life." 
 
“Learning gives Creativity .Creativity leads to 
Thinking. 
Thinking provides Knowledge. Knowledge makes 
you great” 
 
These Words have shown a great impact on us and we 
have decided   to do a project on learning than 
assessing a student for marks and grades. 
 
Then came an idea to build a project that is related to 
enhance a skillset in students. This idea has taken a lot 
of time to indulge the specific skillset in a student that 
is to imbibe the skills in the students in the form of 
games. 
 
To enhance this idea into reality this is the older 
concept in some cities and schools this type of 
system has been in use but a new thing in our 
application is the students visualize each and every 
aspect of his study. 
 
The following is the screenshot that shows a game in 
English to identify a subject and predicate. 
 

 

 

 
 
This is the sample game that is designed for learning 
the subject and predicate. 
 
When one idea takes its place into reality another 
idea takes its birth. This idea has motivated us a lot 
to give rise to a new idea birth that is why we can’t 
explain a problem in Mathematics with the help of 
this game. 
 
To attain answer to this question again our search 
begins and finally developed a small project on the 
arithmetic related to the problems on the ages concept. 
 
The following is the resultant of our work. 
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This is the basic problem given by clicking on the 
above picture the person X is being displayed. Let 
us consider the person’s age=x. 
He has travelled in a flight for 4 years and then he 
became another person as he is going to travel 4 
years after we need the persons age should  be 
added  that is person’s age will be X+4.The mode of 
travel is shown in the form of flight 
 

  
 
By clicking the checkbox the student should be able 
to identify the answers. If he ticks the right option 
then he gets the explanation of the answer. If he 
ticks the wrong answer it will say it’s wrong and he 
should start the problem again. 
 
In this way a student can learn and can be a master of 
certain skill. 
 
Now comes our question that for a wrong answer also 
student needs explanation the reason behind why it is 
wrong but this motive is a wrong mind set  

 
An arithmetic skill can be built up in the student 
through technology but not only with the technology. 
To use and build a technology we need the hand 
written works and under the assistance of masters only 
we can imbibe any technology to a student. 
When the student checks the wrong answer he needs to 
go through the relevant problem and ask the teacher or 
he should think the reason why. 
If we give the specific answer for the wrong answer 
also the student will stop thinking. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Final part of our program came that is conclusion .In 
this conclusion we would like to conclude that this 
Project as a stepping stone for the generation of new 
innovative ideas. The same application can be used for 
the Village people to explain them about the cashless 
trasactions.We are not going to conclude that this is 
the only application one should use. we are saying that 
this type of applications are necessary now a days to 
bring up a rapid growth in the E-Learning. There are 
certain very good A-VIEW applications that are going 
to take place in Universities like AMRITHA.If this 
kind of applications are part of their curriculum to 
explain their  applications  efficiency will be increased 
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